
YOU COULD BE THE 
NEXT ENGINEER

How an outreach workshop can increase primary school
pupils’ self-confidence in their Engineering skills

Background
Young people have poorly formulated views of what
Engineering jobs entail 1, as well as a lack of role models 2.
Engineering is associated with competitiveness and
individualism, traits often seen as male 3. These and other
factors lead to significant gender differences: only 12.4% of
all engineers in the UK are women 4, and less than 25% of
students in the Faculty of Engineering at the University of
Bristol are female 5. Among younger pupils, 46.4% of girls 11-
14 would consider a career in engineering, compared to
70.3% of boys 4.
The workshop ‘You Could Be the Next Engineer’, designed
and delivered by the Outreach rep of the Women in
Engineering society (UoB), aims to increase pupils’ interest
and understanding of Engineering by providing pupils with
a hands-on demonstration of engineering and female role
models. It was funded by the Widening Participation
Student Engagement Fund and delivered in March 2020 by
female student volunteers from the Faculty of Engineering
to 108 Year 6 pupils (age 10-11) in three local schools in
areas with low progression to Higher Education.
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Measuring Impact
Pupils: Students completed a before-and-after survey, rating 
their agreement with Engineering related statements:

Q1. I understand what Engineering is
Q2. I would like to learn more about Engineering
Q3. I think I have the skills needed to be a good engineer
Q4. I would like to study Engineering at University

Findings: 
• The workshop significantly increases understanding of
Engineering (Q1), and interest in studying Engineering
at University (Q4) for all pupils.

• There is an increased interest in learning about
Engineering (Q2) among those students that did not agree
with that sentence before the workshop.

• The workshop makes all students more confident in
their Engineering skills (Q3), with a particularly
significant increase in girls.

This means that the workshop succeeded in providing
pupils with role models and presenting Engineering as an
accesible, creative field that positively impacts society.

Teachers: We obtained a 100% satisfaction rating from all
teachers involved, with feedback such as “great learning
opportunity!”,  “Superb delivery” and “Very inspiring”.
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Part 1: What is Engineering
What is Engineering?
How does Engineering contribute to our lives?
What qualities does an engineer need?

Goal: Explain that Engineering is about problem
solving and discuss how it contributes to our
society. Present it as a subject that is based on
collaboration and creativity, as opposed to the
competitive and individualistic stereotype
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Part 2: Engineering at UoBristol
Why do people go to University?
Exploration of the different types of Engineering 
courses at UoB, what they involve and how they are 
useful for society.
Student volunteers speak about their favourite parts
of their degrees and their projects

Goal: Discuss the benefits of going to University
and explore the wide range of areas Engineering
covers, highlighting there is a course for
everyone. Promote UoB as a great institution.
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Part 3: Hands-on workshop
Revisiting important topics:

Links to Year 6 Curriculum:
Electricity      - Design        - Measurements

Troubleshooting and safety
The activity: Building Vibrating Brush Monsters
Attaching a small motor with an offset weight to a
dustpan brush will make it scuttle around the floor 6.

In groups of three, pupils assemble the circuit,
decide how to secure it to the brush, decorate it and
troubleshoot any problems.
The monsters are tested: calculating average speed,
comparing how they move on different surfaces,
identifying factors that improve speed

Goal: Help students recognise they already have
knowledge that is applicable to Engineering.
Demonstrating the importance of teamwork and
troubleshooting. Avoid competitive elements.

Students building (above) 
and testing (left) their
vibrating monsters
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